Lipid packing stress and polypeptide aggregation: alamethicin channel probed by proton titration of lipid charge.
Lipid membranes are not passive, neutral scaffolds to hold membrane proteins. In order to examine the influence of lipid packing energetics on ion channel expression, we study the relative probabilities of alamethicin channel formation in dioleoylphosphatidylserine (DOPS) bilayers as a function of pH. The rationale for this strategy is our earlier finding that the higher-conductance states, corresponding to larger polypeptide aggregates, are more likely to occur in the presence of lipids prone to hexagonal HII-phase formation (specifically DOPE), than in the presence of lamellar L alpha-forming lipids (DOPC). In low ionic strength NaCl solutions at neutral pH, the open channel in DOPS membranes spends most of its time in states of lower conductance and resembles alamethicin channels in DOPC; at lower pH, where the lipid polar groups are neutralized, the channel probability distribution resembles that in DOPE. X-Ray diffraction studies on DOPS show a progressive decrease in the intrinsic curvature of the constituent monolayers as well as a decreased probability of HII-phase formation when the charged lipid fraction is increased. We explore how proton titration of DOPS affects lipid packing energetics, and how these energetics couple titration to channel formation.